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This paper is an initial analysis, as part of a larger study, of the history and long-term effect of Florida’s Privacy Amendment. The focus of this analysis is the scope of the Privacy Amendment’s protection of personal autonomy and liberty. This issue is distinct from the amendment’s protection against intrusions relating to personal information. The Privacy Amendment does much more than protect Floridian’s private information.

In 1980, Floridians approved the following Privacy Amendment to the Florida Constitution: “Every natural person has the right to be let alone and free from governmental intrusion into the person’s private life.” The sponsors and legislative support for the resolution included a bi partisan cross section of the legislature that made up the three-fifths super majority necessary to place CS for HJR 387 on the 1980 ballot. The Privacy Amendment was passed by a vote of 1,722,997 (60.60%) to 1,120,302 (39.40%).

Interpreting the Privacy Amendment, the Florida Supreme Court has recognized a fundamental right to privacy in Florida that is broader and more protective than the federal right to privacy offered by the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Whereas the Fourteenth Amendment’s liberty protections extend to specific “zones of privacy” (e.g., marriage, procreation, contraception, abortion, family relationships, and child rearing and education), Florida’s Privacy Amendment “extends to all aspects of an individual’s private life…, and it ensures that the state cannot intrude into an individual's private life absent a compelling interest.”

The Florida standard for privacy is broader than the less-defined federal standard. The Florida standard for privacy demands that government justify any intrusion into one’s privacy with (1) a compelling state interest and (2) the least intrusive means to accomplish that compelling state interest. The addition of Florida’s Privacy Amendment undoubtedly enhances Floridians’ right to protect themselves from a broad range of governmental intrusions.

Although the Florida Constitution offers a fundamental right to privacy, that fundamental right is not absolute. First, Florida’s Privacy Amendment only protects a person’s private life from governmental intrusions, not private and commercial intrusions. Second, Florida’s Privacy Amendment does not protect against all governmental intrusions, but against those governmental intrusions that violate a person’s legitimate reasonable expectation of privacy. If a person has a legitimate reasonable expectation of privacy, then Florida courts will inquire into “whether a compelling interest exists to justify that intrusion and, if so, whether the least intrusive means is being used to accomplish the goal.”

Under this legal framework for Florida’s Privacy Amendment, protection from governmental intrusion is usually sought in one of two areas: (1) personal autonomy and (2) disclosure of information. This Paper is only concerned with the first category: personal autonomy. The umbrella of personal autonomy covers a swath of family, medical, and employment issues, including: marriage, sexual practices, procreation, contraception, sterilization, rearing and education of children, parental versus grandparental rights, abortion, life-sustaining measures, physician-assisted suicide, consent to treatment, hiring practices, licensing, lewdness and obscenity, and more.

Florida Supreme Court Justice Ben F. Overton has acknowledged that Florida’s Privacy Amendment “has had its greatest effect on Floridians in the area of personal autonomy protection.” However, Justice Overton and a number of legal scholars have underscored the
malleability of Florida’s Privacy Amendment, which is regularly subject to legislative actions and judicial interpretation.

In 1998, Daniel R. Gordon examined the proposals before Florida’s 1997-1998 Constitution Revision Commission (CRC) to amend Florida’s Privacy Amendment.28 Of the six-hundred ninety-five proposed changes to the Florida Constitution, twenty-nine proposals were aimed at Florida’s Privacy Amendment, and eighteen of those twenty-nine proposals sought to affect personal autonomy protections.29 More than half of these eighteen proposals dealt with abortion, and the others dealt with family protections; minors’ right to privacy and right to assemble; physician-assisted suicide; life-sustaining measures; access to employment and benefits; and same-sex marriage.30 None of these proposals were approved by the CRC.

**CATEGORIES OF PRIVACY RELATED TO PERSONAL AUTONOMY**

The following categories offer a context to define current and future privacy interests that may be considered under the personal autonomy aspect of Florida’s Privacy Amendment. These categories have evolved from the “right to be let alone” in the context of governmental intrusions. Both these categories and the definition of the “right to be let alone” will constantly evolve. Overall, the concepts deal with the protection of personal space and personal decision-making balanced against governmental interests.

1. Marriage – The issue of marriage, and issues related to marriage, are viewed as personal and therefore protected against governmental intrusion. It is noteworthy that the right to marry has evolved substantially. In 2015, the U.S. Supreme Court recognized a right to same-sex marriage.31 Florida challenged this right in federal litigation and lost.32 Floridians have not challenged marriage-related laws in Florida’s state court system, but it follows that the personal autonomy aspects of Florida’s Privacy Amendment could be implicated in such challenges.

2. Sexual Practices – Sexual activity has always been viewed as a personal and intimate matter. Nonetheless, Florida and other states have sought to and have prohibited certain forms of intimate sexual conduct. Florida courts have recognized that there are personal autonomy aspects of Florida’s Privacy Amendment that are applicable to statutes involving certain sexual activity involving minors.33 The Florida Supreme Court also considered whether Florida’s Privacy Amendment was applicable in a case involving a statute prohibiting certain acts with obscene materials, e.g. pornography.34 Without Florida’s Privacy Amendment, it is unclear what standard Florida courts will apply in similar cases.

3. Reproduction – Choices relating to child bearing are inherently personal choices. However, there are instances where states have intervened. The Buck case stands out. There the U.S. Supreme Court justified sterilization to prevent “three generations of imbeciles.”35 What if there are genetic indicators for violent or criminal behavior? Could genetic modification be required or permitted by legislation if privacy protections were withdrawn from this area?
4. Parenting – A parent’s ability to make decisions about one’s own children has been recognized in areas such as discipline, education, and health care as having both liberty and privacy interests. Florida courts have recognized that Florida’s Privacy Amendment protects parenting decisions from grandparental interference. Florida courts have found unconstitutional statutes and local law providing for grandparental rights, reasoning that grandparents cannot intervene in parental decisions unless there is a compelling interest in preventing demonstrable harm to a child from those parental decisions. Without Florida’s Privacy Amendment, it is not clear whether federal case law would support a stringent compelling interest standard in the area of parental decisions. A similar concern could apply to governmental intervention in parental decisions relating to home schooling and other alternative education decisions. In the 2018 legislative session, the Florida Legislature is considering HB 731, which is aimed at protecting the privacy of parents who home school their children. This bill demonstrates a legislative concern for privacy and a recognition that there may be government intrusions and a need for protection. The constitution may offer this protection as well. The longer-term issue is that the constitution can protect against future attempts to limit parental decisions to home school or seek alternative education for their children. Without Florida’s Privacy Amendment, it is not clear whether the federal privacy protections would support a stringent compelling interest standard in the area of parental educational decisions.

5. Personal Volition – Florida’s legislature has limited personal volition on decisions relating to public safety, health, morals and welfare. For example, the state has mandated motorists wear seat belts. The state can detain an individual with a contagious disease. The state can define and control lewd conduct. This issue presents a large range of unknowns for the future. Is there a public safety justification for requiring implantation of identification chips or a requirement for universal identification cards or a legislative mandate that motorcyclists’ wear safety helmets? Is constant surveillance of certain neighborhoods with drones justifiable? At what point does surveillance of the public violate Florida’s Privacy Amendment by restricting personal volition?

6. Activities in Dwellings & Other Personal Space – Some protections for private conduct within the sanctity of the home are allowed in a free society. Two examples are personal intimate sexual practices and viewing pornography, discussed above. The right to view pornography in the home does not extend to the right to purchase pornography. Some protections enhance barriers to surveillance of a home or protected space.

7. Medical Decisions – Personal autonomy has included the right to make certain medical decisions about oneself, e.g. abortion and refusal of life-sustaining treatment. Whereas the U.S. Supreme Court has applied standards with defined parameters in the abortion context, the Florida Supreme Court has held the Florida’s Privacy Amendment requires the compelling interest standard for any governmental limitation of abortion. Recently, Florida’s highest court determined that a required waiting period for abortion may violate the state constitutional right to privacy. Florida courts also extend the Privacy Amendment’s compelling interest standard in the refusal of life-sustaining treatment and consent to treatment contexts. Without Florida’s Privacy Amendment, it is not clear whether the federal right to privacy would provide such a stringent standard for limiting
governmental intrusion into a person’s private medical decisions including such other personal decisions as living wills and advanced directives.

8. Public Employment & Licensing Standards – In licensing and employment the state may have a compelling interest in personal details and practices of individuals. For example, mental health and emotional stability may be an issue in licensing lawyers. A history of smoking may be an issue in hiring public employees. However, what if certain genetic characteristics were part of licensing or employment background requirements and the state required genetic testing before hiring? Could government refuse to hire a person who engaged in otherwise legal off duty conduct such as smoking or drinking alcohol? Florida’s Privacy Amendment ensures that in licensing and employment, the government show a compelling state interest and utilize the least intrusive means to satisfy that interest.

THE FUTURE

If Florida’s Privacy Amendment did not extend protections to personal autonomy and decision making, there is no doubt that Florida citizens would be subject to a higher possibility of governmental intrusion in their private lives. The Florida Supreme Court has stated that Florida’s explicit right to privacy extends beyond the zones of privacy protected by the implicit federal right to privacy. There is a federally-recognized zone of privacy, but Florida’s is more extensive – due to its state constitutional provision. In other words, Florida’s Privacy Amendment can protect extra zones of privacy if the government seeks to intrude on Floridian’s private lives. When this occurs, the government will have to justify any intrusions by showing a compelling state interest and that the government is using the least intrusive means to accomplish that compelling state interest.

While future intrusions cannot be predicted with certainty, there is no doubt that advancing technology will provide opportunities to for the state to intrude into one’s private life. Here are some potential examples:

1. Anticipatory policing through artificial intelligence. Analyzing social media to predict criminal behavior leading to unwarranted surveillance. Technology is increasingly able to predict behavior. Limitations on collections of certain information are enhanced by the privacy provision.

2. Genetic testing and screening for public health and safety interests, including employment. Genetics can predict health issues that can be helpful or intrusive. For the helpful issues, citizens should have personal choice as to whether to pursue them. For the intrusive issues, government should not be able to force genetic inquiry. For example, should all children be required to undergo genetic testing to screen for certain predispositions to disease, aggression, or other undesirable traits?

3. Mandating medical treatments and restrictions. Government has compelled or mandated certain treatments in the past. Obviously, there were excesses in the past such as sterilization of developmentally disabled -- a shocking intrusion that occurred in the United States. Again, the future is not predictable.

4. Determining parentage with new reproductive technologies. Individuals have been making decisions on reproduction utilizing rapidly evolving scientific options for
genetic choices and modifications. Without a right to personal autonomy, what sorts of governmental policies might be implicated?

5. Chip Implantation or Universal ID Cards for public safety and security purposes. Does the government have a compelling state interest to institute more sophisticated forms of identification to promote public safety and welfare?

6. Child rearing, e.g. limiting parental rights to home-school or other alternative education. As stated above, current legislative proposals are focused on protecting privacy of parents in a home school setting. Without the Privacy Amendment, there would be lesser protections for parental decision-making in the educational context if the government changed course and sought to intrude on this space. The right of parenting is certainly an issue that is constitutionally protected by the Privacy Amendment.

7. Drone Surveillance of certain locations or areas. The government already utilizes closed circuit television (CCTV) to observe large areas of public space. Red light cameras have been broadly used. New technology for observation, such as drones and location-tracking license plate readers, are being invented and refined. At some point general surveillance becomes a violation of privacy. GPS monitoring of individuals and constant CCTV observation of private dwellings are technologically possible.

Florida’s Privacy Amendment, adopted by the voters and added to our State’s Constitution in 1980, provides specific and strong protections against governmental intrusions into the private lives of individuals. The future implementation and precise effect of this fundamental right is as hard to predict as the future of technology. We cannot know. We can reliably hypothesize that technology will continue to present options and opportunities for governmental intrusion from drones to personal biometric identifiers to projections of individual conduct based on genetic assessments. We cannot know what government will do in the future either. We know that governments have been unreasonably intrusive in the past, even a U.S. government that upheld compulsory sterilization, a decision that has never been specifically overturned. Other intrusions have been overturned such as criminalizing sodomy and interracial marriage.

The federal interpretation of privacy and personal liberty have evolved to protect certain spheres of personal autonomy. But there is no doubt that Florida’s privacy right, as a fundamental right that compels government to justify its intrusions with a compelling interest, is more extensive and better able to protect the individual. Florida’s Privacy Amendment offers Floridians a shield to protect themselves in a future in which technology and government intrusions are not predictable and frankly, completely unknowable.
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